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-Be it known that I, Gnome HUTCHINSON
MANN, a subject of the King of Great Brit
ain, residing at 58 Sholebroke avenue, Leeds,
in the county of York, England, have in
vented certain new and useful Improve
ments in Valves and Valve-Gear for Inter

'

they both tend to move the valve in the
same direction, while from about the middle
of the compression stroke to about the mid
dle of the ignition stroke they tend to neu
tralize each other and so hold the valve stas

55

tionary or almost stationary.
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Instead of reciprocating the valve by the

nal-Combustion Engines, of which the fol~ combined movement of_ two eccentrics as
lowing is a speci?cation.
_
]ust_dcscribed, the desired action of the
This invention relates to interual-combus rocking lever may be obtained through the
10
tion engines of the “,Otto” or four—stroke medium of an eccentric on the half-speed
cycle type, wherein the engine crank makes shaft combined with the vibratory move
two revolutions to one explosion or power ment of the engine connecting rod.
In order to produce the desired recipro
stroke. In this type of engine, it‘ is usual
15 to employ separate inlet and exhaust drop cation of the valve by a compound move
valves which are closed by means of springs ment obtained from the half-speed shaft and
and have their opening e?ected by means of the engine shaft, I provide the half-speed
cams mounted on a second motion shaft
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shaft with an eccentric ?tted with a bell

driven from the engine shaft in the ratio crank lever strap or rocking lever Whose
20 of two mom; or in the case oil-an engine

short arm is connected by means of a piv

?tted with only a single piston or slide oted link to the vertically sliding rod which
valve, it has heretofore been proposed to ac carries the said valve, and on the engine
tuate the said valve mechanica‘ ly through shaft I mount an eccentric ?tted with a
the medium of a ositive cam situated on strap and rod which is coupled up to the

25 the half-speed sha t or by a combined cam

longer arm of the bell-crank lever strap or

form of construction, in such a manner as

by the combined action of the two eccen
trics which both tend to move the valve
downward at the same time, which inlet
remains open during the said suction stroke.

75

and spring arrangement in connection with rocking lever of the eccentric on the half so
specd shaft; the position of the two eccen
the half-speed shaft or engine shaft.
Now the object of this present invention trics on their respective shafts being such
is to provide engines of the four-stroke cycle that during the first or suction stroke, in
which the'outgoiug piston sucks in the ex~
30 type with a mechanism capable of recipro
cating- a single piston or slide valve of any plosive mixture, the inlet is quickly opened 85
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to insure a positive uick opening and clos
ing movement of hot the inlet and exhaust
at the proper periods in a more simple and
eilicient manner than heretofore.
According to my invention, the valve is

while during the compression stroke the in

at the same speed while the other is revolved
‘at half-the engine speed; and working on or
connected to the eccentric situated on the
45 half-speed shaft is a rocking lever which is
vibrated by said eccentric and the combined
movement of the other eccentric through the

that the two eccentrics are tending to move

the valve 'rod in opposite directions until
near the completion of the explosion stroke‘,
when the exhaust is opened and remains

open throughout the greater portion of the

exhaust stroke; after which the same cycle
medium of a connecting rod or link. This of movements is continued. A positive
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lot is quickly closedtand caused to remain
reciprocated by. a mechanism consisting es closed together with the exhaust until
sentially of two eccentrics or equivalent nearly the end of the explosion stroke, the
cranks ?xed on independent shafts, one of said inlet and exhaust being held closed
which is the engine shaft or ashaft revolving during these periods by reason of the fact
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rocking! levcr'ia coupled up by means of an quick openin and closing movement of the
other ink to the valve rod of the engine; inlet and ex aust is thus obtained at the
and the positions of the two eccentrics in re proper'periods, while durin another period, 105
lation to each other’ are so arranged that that. is from the time the mlct is closed to
from about the middle of the exhaust stroke the time the exhaust is opened, the valve re
to about the middle of the suction‘ stroke mains almost stationary; the quick move:

418,607
ments obtained by the action of the two
eccentrics tending to move the valve‘ rod vpivoted link 13 to the short arm of a hell'
crank lever strap or rocking lever 14 situ
in the same direction, while the stationary ated
on an eccentric 15 provided on the ‘half
period is
7
obtained by these two eccentrics ' speed shaft 6 the longe
1 tending to move the valve in oppositevdirec
r arm of said strap or
rocking lever 14 being coupled up to the
With a view to producing the desired engine shaft 4 by means of a rod 16 and 'a
movements of the valve by. a combined stra 17 mounted on an eccentric 18 carried
movement obtained from the half-speed on tie said shaft 4, the position of the two
'10 shaft and the vibratory movement of the eccentrics 15 and 18 on their respective‘
engine connecting rod, I employ an eccen shafts 6 and 4 being such that during the
tric on the half~speed shaft ?tted with a ?rst or suction stroke, in which the out-go
tlons.
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bell-“crank levervstrap or rocking lever hav- ing piston 2 sucks in the explosive mixture;
ing its short arm connected by means of the 1nlet_8_ is quickly opened by the com-_
a pivoted link to the valve rod, the longer bined action of the two eccentrics 15 and 18
arm of the said-strap or lever in this case which both tend-to move the valve 10 ,down
being coupled up by means of pivoted ‘links ward at the same time, the inlet 8 remaini
direct to the engine connectin rod; where open during the said suction stroke (see
by the vibratory movement 0 the latter ‘in Fig. 2‘) while during the compression stroke,
combination vwith the eccentric movement the inlet 8 is quickl closed and caused to re’
obtained from the half-speed shaft is caused main closed toget er with the exhaust 9

to impart to the valve rod similar move (see Fig. 3) until nearly the end of the ex- \ .
ments to 'those hereinbefore described so‘as plosion stroke,‘ the said inlet 8‘and exhaust I
to operate the valve to open and close the 9 being held closed during these periods by
inlet and exhaust at the proper periods in reason of the fact‘that the‘two eccentrics
15 and 18 are tending to move the valve rod 90
the engine cycle.
\
'
In order that my invention ma be clearly 11 in opposite directions until near the com

proceed to‘ escribe the pletion of the explosion stroke, .when the ex:
aust 9 is opened and'remains open throughv
st'r'uction shown in the accompanying draw out the greater portion-of the exhaust stroke

' understood I will
80

same with reference to the examples of con.

(see Fig. 1); a ter which the same cycle of ' 95
In’ this way, a
positive - quick opening and closingmove
ment of the inlet'Sand exhaust 9 ‘is ob
W Figure 1 is av sectional elevation of an tained
the r'o r periods, while _ during '.
internal-combustion engine of the four anotheratperi
_ , t at is from the tame the
stroke cycle type, ?tted with a valve and inlet 8 is closed
at the time the exhaust 9
valve gear according to one-form of con
struction of the present invention; the parts is opened, the valve 10 remains almost. sta- _
‘in , ‘in which similar reference numerals

in lcate like parts in all the‘ ?gures; where

m:—--.
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movements ‘ is continued.

.

being shown in the positions they occu y tlonary; the quick movements of opening
when in the middle of the exhaust stro c. andclosing the said inlet and exhaust be
- Figs. 2 and 3 are detached-views, showing ing obtained by the action of the two ween;
_, the same valve and its gear in the positions tries 15 and 18 tending to move the'valve
they occupy when half way through the rod 11 in the same direction, while the sta
suction stroke ‘and at‘ the commencement of tionary period is obtained by-these two ec

40
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centrics ‘tending 'to- move the
the explosion stroke', respectively. Fig. 4 opposite
directions.
.
' .

is a sectional elevation, drawn to a reduced
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said';valve 'in '
'

‘

'

scale, illustrating another form of construc‘ \Referrin to the example of construction
tion of the valve gear constructed in accord shown-at ig. 4 instea of ‘obtaining the

‘no

necessary movements of the valve rod 11
Referrin to the example of construction. through the combined action of two 'ecoen— '
shown at Figs. 1, 2 and 30f the drawings, 1 trics as before described, li'provide the half-4
is the ‘cylinder of the engine wherein worksv speed shaft 6_ with an eccentric 15 ?tted
the piston 2 whose motion is transmitted'to with a bell-crank lever strap or rocking le~
the crank 3 and engine shaft 4 through the ver ‘14 having its short arm connected by
as medium of the connectin rod' 5. 6 is the means of a pivoted link_13 to-the'rod 11 but ' - >
instead of couplingpthe longer armpf the 120'
half-speed shaft, 'which is driven by "suit bell-crank.
lever strap or rockin
able gearing (not-shown) from the en inc
_
g'lever
the said
14
shaft-4 in the ratio of two to one; al ‘of to theengine shaft _4‘ Iconnect'
50
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ance with the present inven ion.

which are of ordinary construction.

‘

According to my invention,- the valve box

I '7 containing the inlet opening 8 and the ex

longer arm by means ‘of pivoted‘ 'links'19 to

the engine‘ connecting rod. 5, whereby the
_ '

vibratory movement of the saidconnecting

rod in combination with the’eccentric move-v
ton valve _10 carried on a rod 11 capable of ment obtained from the half-speed shaft 6
sliding in guides 12, and thelower end of is caused to impart to thevalve rod 11 simi
the-said rod 11 is connected by means of a lar movements tozthose 'hereinbefore de
scribed with‘ reference to Figs. 1, 2 and 3

haust opening 9 is ?tted with a single pis

130'

'
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so as to operate the slide valve to open and arm of said eccentric strap to regulate the.
close the inlet and exhaust at.the proper movements of the latter and communicate
periods in the engine cycle.
7
the desired movements to said valve substan
iVhat I claim and desireto secure by Let tially as set forth. ' ,
ters Patent of the United States is :—
5. A valve gear for internahcombustion
1. In an internal combustion engine of the engines of the four-stroke cycle jtype com
four-stroke cycle type, the combination with prising in combination a main engine shaft, '10
a'half-specd shaft and a shaft rotatable at a counter shaft, driving mechanism for ro
engine speed, of a single reciprocating slide tating said counter shaft at half the speed,
10 valve, a rocking lever connected at one of the engine shaft, an eccentric ?xed to said
point to the slide valve to positively recipro counter shaft, an eccentric strap around said
cate it, and independent means actuated by eccentric,.. two arms projecting from ‘said
the two shafts to differentially change the ‘strap of said eccentric at. different points on 1s.
positions of two other points of the lever, its periphery to form a bell-crank lever, 21
15 the relationship of the parts being such that valve casing located at the side of the main
the motion of the lever is derived simulta cylinderaml-having exhaust and inlet pas
- neously from the two shafts and gives to the sages conmmni ~ating with a valve chamber 80
valve rapid opening and closing movements, in said casing, a piston valve capable of re
and holds the valve almost stationary during ciprocating in said valve chamber to con
20 the compression and firing strokes of the trol the admission of motive tluid to and the
engine.
’
n
exit of products of combustion from the en
2. In an internal combustion engine of the gine cylinder, a rod connected to said piston 85

four-stroke cycle type, ‘the combination with valve. a link to connect said rod to one of

a half-speed shaft, a shaft rotatable at en~
25

th > arms on said eccentri" strap. and mech

gine speed and eccentric members on the

anism connected ‘to tln other arm of said

said shafts, of a single reciprocating slide eccentric strap in order to regulate themove

valve and a rocking lever fulcrumed on one

ments of the latter and communicate the de 90
of said eccentrics and connected at one end sired movements to the said valve substan
to the said valve, and connected at the other tiallj as set forth.
.
30 end to-the'othcr ofthe said eccentric mem
0., A valve gear for internal-combustion

bers.
engines of the four-stroke cycle type com
3. In an internal combustion engine of the prising in combination a main engine shaft,

four-stroke cycle type, the combination with I a counter :shaft, driving mechanism for ro~'
a half-speed shaft and a shaft rotatable at 'tating said counter shaft- at half the speed
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' engine speed, of a single reciprocating slide of the engine shaft, an eccentric fixed to said

valve controlling both the inlet and exhaust, counter shaft, an eccentric strap around said

an eccentric on the half-speed shaft. a rock

eccentric, two arms projecting from said
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‘valve casing located at the side of the main
tions from the other shaft to said rocking cylinder and ‘having exhaust aml inlet pas<
lever to oscillate the latter relatively to the sages communicating with a valve chamber
eccentric on which it is-fulcrumed.
in said casing. a piston valve capable of re
4. A valve gear for internal combustion ciprocating in the said valve chamber to

105

ing lever fulcrumed on said eccentric, said, strap of said eccentric at ditl'crent points on
rocking lever being positively; connected to its periphcr_v to form a bcll~cranh lever, a
40 said valve to actuate the latter, and cr" nec

"engines of the four-stroke cycle t_vpe_com control the admission of motive fluid to and
prising in combination a main engine shaft, the exit of products of combustion from the

a counter shaft, driving mechanism for ro engine cylinder, :1 rod connected to said pis
tating said counter shaft at half the speed ton, a link to connect said rod to one of the
of the engine shaft, an eccentric. ?xed to arms on said eccentric strap, and an ‘eccen
50 said counter shaft, an eccentric strap around vtric mounted on the main engine shaft. :1
said eccentric, two arms projecting from said connection between said eccentric and the
strap of said eccentric at different points on other arm on said eccentric strap carried by
55

its pcriphery'to form a bcll—crank lever, a the counter shaft, whereby by the combined
,valve casing located at the side of the main movements of the eccentrics. the eccentric
cylinder, and having exhaust and inlet pas strap is so adjusted as to communicate the
sages communi ‘ating with a valve chamber desired movements to the said valve substan

in said casing. a valve capable of reciprocat

tially as set forth.

ing in said valve chamber to control the ad

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand in the presence of two witnesses.

mission of motive ?uid to and the exit of

products of combustion from the engine cyl
inder, a connection directly between one of
said arms on the eccentric strap and‘ said
valve, and mechanism connected to the other
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